




HEY OTTAWA - WELCOME TO THE 
HOUSE OF TARG! We’ve got a sweet month of 
arcade action planned for you with exciting new 
games to explore, delicious varieties of handmade 
perogies to sample and a calendar packed with every sort 
of show/event under the sun!! Thanks for checking out issue 53 of our 
monthly TARG zine - we hope that you fi nd it useful and entertaining!! 
Thanks you for your continued interest and support - we are here to serve 
you!! #nevergiveup

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD



Atari has always tried to stimulate the mind 
in the video game world, with games like 
Centipede (1980), Super Sprint (1986), and 
Millipede (1985). But the game of Tetris 
might be Atari’s best work as far as the ‘80’s 
era is concerned. 

Here in Tetris, your brain and mind must be 
one as you work on this puzzle oriented game. 
Your goal: form lines as you connect certain 
pieces of your “puzzle” together. You have six 
individual pieces to connect and put together 
during your wave (more on that in a moment). 
Once you form a line, it disappears, and 
the rest of the puzzle drops. You must keep 
building lines before you reach 

the top of your bracket or the game ends. 

Each stage has three waves each, and in each 
wave you must complete a certain amount 
of lines to move on to the next wave. Do not 
take too long or a Russian Cossack comes out 
and watches you impatiently. If you take too 
long and your game fi nishes, the Cossack will 
throw his hat down and stalk away. 

Your pieces of your Tetris are as follows, a 
blue-crooked piece, an orange crooked piece, 
a long red piece, a purple shaped L piece, a 
yellow shaped L piece, a blue box, and a green 
piece that looks like a T. Use these pieces to 
build your line. Ifs lines or more disappear, it’s 
called a TETRIS. 

Finally, your stages will include you building 
around blocks, or extra blocks or lines will 
be added. If you fi nish three waves, it means 
you have completed the stage and a bonus 
will be added to your score. Also, the Cossack 
will appear and dance for you. See you next 
month, gamers!







SAT AUG 4 - House of TARG and Ashton Brewing 
present: 80’s DANCE PARTY  w DJ REMI ROYALE + 
musical guests THE JOHN HUGHES ORCHESTRA 
Members of HUNDRED PACERS performing selected 
hit singles from some of John Hughes’ most iconic 
teen fi lms of the 80’s including Pretty In Pink, The 
Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off & more. 
Then at 11:30pm DJ REMI ROYALE takes over the 
most authentic 80’s dance party in the universe!!!! 
***DANCE PARTY***

MON AUG 6 - House of TARG and Spectrasonic 
present: SPIRIT ADRIFT w/sg LONGHOUSE + BLACK 
GALAXY Check out this sweet/heavy Monday night 
show - guaranteed to start your week off with a 
bang!! ***SERIOUS HEAVYOSITY***

WED AUG 8 - House of TARG and PBR presents: 
BIKE THIEFS w/sg The Vile Bodies + Peaks Check 
out this wicked humpday POST PUNK/GARAGE/
ROCK extravaganza - Doors@8pm!! 
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH***

THUR AUG 9 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: the live debut of DANNY VAN 
SCENEY w/sg THE HAIG + SWEET ROCKET - the fi rst 
of our Localz Only/613 showcase featuring some of 
Ottawa’s hottest bands - doors@8pm!! 
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH***

FRI AUG 10 - House of TARG and Beaus All 
Natural present: Mackenzie Rhythm Section + 
The Responsables Check out this wicked double 
bill featuring Ottawa’s Mackenzie Rhythm 
Section  - offering a show where rhythm and 
energy dominate. MRS gives a new meaning to 
the expression “Sweat on the dance Floor” with a 
unique style of music - The “Soul Step” - Soul sang 
from the heart and Rock Solid Funk. For fans of 
good times & cutting a rug!!! 
***DANCE PARTY***

SAT AUG 11 - House of TARG, Ottawa Ska 
Syndicate and Ashton Brewing present:

VOTP SKA NITE: w/ CHRIS MURRAY (King 
Apparatus) + THE SENTRIES + FoOLISH -  every 
month the VOTP crew brings you the best in live 
ska/reggae with a side of sweet DJ action - check 
out this stacked bill and get ready 
***CANADIAN SKA ICON***

WED AUG 15 - House of TARG and PBR present: 
SUPERMURGITROID Jazz Nite: Video Game Music 
- F8-BIT are a cover band dedicated to classic 
console game themes. The quartet consists of 
some of Ottawa’s highest-scoring jazz players, 
who owe their quick fi ngers and epic grip strength 
to blistering rounds of Super Mario Kart as much 
as they do to music school. Expect to hear modern 
takes on the themes from  Punchout, Super Mario 
World, Excite Bike, Mega Man, the Legend of 
Zelda, Sonic the Hedgehog and many more of your 
favourite classic console games. These top notch 
musicians deliver a total K.O every time! 
***1$ OFF PEROGIES EVERY WED***

THUR AUG 16 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: ORNAMENTS W/SG SAINT CLARE 
+ LOST ACRES - Local all-star action triple bill!! 
Doors@8pm!!  ***GARAGE/INDIE ACTION***

FRI AUG 17 - House of TARG and Beaus All 
Natural present: CROSS DOG w/sg QUIET CRIMES 
+ DEATHSTICKS + WIRE CUFFS. A ferocious line-
up... TARG faves CROSS DOG return with their 
intense drum & bass driven punk RAWK. They will 
be joined by  some of Ottawa’s  heaviest hitters.  
Not to be missed... seriously!!! 
***TARG FAVES***

SAT AUG 18 - House of TARG, Prism and Ashton 
Brewing present: BIB w/sg Scorpio Rising + DOXX 
+ Torpor - super stoked for this wicked night of 
hardcore action brought to you by our friends at 
Prism!! ***GUARANTEED FUN***

MON AUG 20 - House of TARG and Capital 
Ukrainian Festival present: THE KUBASONICS 
(Ukrainian Speed Folk) arguably Newfoundland’s 

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING PLACE AT 
HOUSE OF TARG THIS AUGUST.

fi nest Ukrainian band!! Their trademark sound 
combines top-fl ight musicianship spiced 
with quirky humour, a dizzying array of exotic 
traditional instruments, and an eclectic high-
energy stage show. 
***HIGHLY RECOMMENDED***

TUES AUG 21 - House of TARG presents: 
SEARCHLIGHTS + ROOM CONTROL + FORGOTTEN 
IN THE WOODS AGAIN - Get lost in the sounds of 
SEARCHLIGHTS (Wisconsin) as they bring this 
wicked night of PSYCH action to Ottawa!! 
***POST ROCK/KRAUTROCK***

WED AUG 22 - House of TARG, STERN Army, 
Ottawa Punk Pinball and PBR present: MONTHLY 
PINBALL TOURNAMENT - win prizes and earn 
world pinball player ranking points - all ages 
and skill levels welcome!! Tournament starts at 
8pm start - show up early to register/practice 
***1$ OFF ANY ORDER OF OUR HANDMADE 
PEROGIES EVERY WEDNESDAY!!***

THUR AUG 23 - House of TARG and 
Whitewater Brewing present: DAISY/VIOLET 
(Garage Punk Glam / Chicago) + FLYING 
FORTRESS + VIDEO FUTUR + EMPTY NESTERS - 
take the trip with this WILDLY mixed bill, things 
are gonna get nuts!! Doors@8pm 
***GLAM/PUNK/GARAGE/SHOEGAZE***

FRI AUG 24 - House of TARG, Val Halla and 
Beau’s All Natural present: HEAVY METAL COVER 
NIGHT - OVER THE TOP anchor the nite with a 
solid set of MOTORHEAD classics PLUS some 
of Canada’s top metal musicians mix it up to 
pay tribute to some of their favourite bands like 
Metallica/Danzig/Tank/Venom - don’t miss this 
amazing show!! ***METAL BANANAS***

SAT AUG 25 - House of TARG and Ashton 
Brewing present: ARE WE NOT DEVO? WE ARE 
NOT! (Devo Tribute) + MAN MADE HILL (Hamilton 
Weirdo Synth) + DOUCE ANGOISSE (France 
DarkWave) + EXPAND-A FUZZ. Celebrate 40 
years of DEVO - with a special a special tribute 
band featuring members of Toronto bands 
Century Palm, First Base, Teen Archer, Tough Age 
& more. For this momentous moment in history, 
a cover band has formed and called themselves 
ARE WE NOT DEVO? WE ARE NOT! Front to back, 
they will perform Devo’s fi rst album, Q: ARE WE 
NOT MEN? A: WE ARE DEVO! in celebration of its 
North American release date on August 28th, 
1978 – the day that music got a little more 

weird. ***GUARANTEED FUN***

WED AUG 29 - House of TARG and PBR present: 
WYNTR + DOWN IN EDEN + SOUL IN STONE - triple 
bonus rock bill featuring some of Ottawa’s hottest 
up and comers - check it out!! Doors@8pm 
***ROCK ACTION***

THURS AUG 30 - Birling, Vans, House of TARG, 
& Beau’s All Natural present: THE BLACK FOREST 
RAMP-UP SHOW. Help us raise fi nds for 4 PIVOTS 
SAKE (skateboards for underpriviledged youth) & 
get ramped up for the THE BLACK FOREST STAGE 
(a punk oasis at Oktobferfest 2018). PWYC at 
the door and donate by participating in our TONY 
HAWK PRO SKATER tournament on the big screen 
or play a round of BF ICE COLD BEER  Killer prizes 
& international recognition & praise - live tunes by 
AUDIO VISCERAL + WORLD WAR 4 ***SKATE OR 
DIE***

FRI AUG 31 - House of TARG and Beau’s All 
Natural present: WRESTLEMANIAKS (Wrestling 
Tribute Band) + BLACK GALAXY + ROSCOE - A 
crackpot band of shit hot musicians, each adorned 
by signature costumes of their favourite grapplers, 
performing all the Best Classic Wrestler Entrance 
Themes of the Last 30 Years.... what more could 
you possibly ask for? ***STOKED***

SAT SEPT 1 -  Shade Nyx’s Theatre Macabre 
presents: THE BACK TO SCHOOL - BODIES OF 
KNOWLEDGE! BURLESQUE SHOW. Whether you hide 
your dignity under your kilt at a privates school, 
or if you’re living rough at a pubic school, you’ll 
get a hard, fast education with your head Mistress 
Shade Nyx! Your chance to see the best of Ottawa 
Burlesque ***STOKED***

FREEPLAY - EVERY SUNDAY NITE NOW 
STARTING AT 8PM /19+ - House of TARG, 
Collective Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP! 
w/DJ KJMaxx - Every Sunday night DJ KJMAXX & 
Guests, spinning 100% vinyl arcade jamz. Sleaze 
rock, Punk, Metal & retro electronic tunes to 
provide the soundtrack to your highscore pursuits. 
All pins & vids are set to FREEPLAY mode starting 
at 8pm for your unlimited arcade pleasure. 
***FREEPLAY***
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WHAT DOES A TYPICAL WORK DAY 
ENTAIL FOR YOU? 
I am a multipassionate artist, so I tend to 
be involved in a variety of things at any 
given moment. There is not really a typical 
day for me, although I do work a day job in 
communications where most of what I do is 
social media, and a signifi cant portion of 
my work as an artist entails following and 
engaging on social media, or organizing 
logistics via email or online so I’m usually 
not very far from my phone which, let’s face 
it, is my portable pocket offi ce.

TELL US ABOUT A PROJECT OR 
ACCOMPLISHMENT THAT YOU 
CONSIDER TO BE SIGNIFICANT IN 
YOUR CAREER. 
One of my most signifi cant 
accomplishments was completing my 
album of original songs, Stories the land 
will tell in 2016. It was my fi rst major solo 
project as a singer-songwriter and not only 
was it my biggest artistic challenge but it 
happened at a time in my life when many 

things weren’t going the way I had wanted 
them to. I faced some of my biggest life 
hardships of all kinds and had never been so 
determined to bring a project to completion. 
I’m very proud that I was able to pull it off.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT 
WORKING IN YOUR INDUSTRY? 
As an artist who works in many disciplines, 
I love being immersed in a variety of 
subcultures and scenes. Aside from my album, 
I’ve also produced and written an original 
screenplay, been part of a number of theatrical 
productions as an actor and am also a visual 
artist. The beauty of being an artist is that you 
don’t have to be confi ned to one medium.

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON RIGHT 
NOW? 
I currently have a solo exhibit showing at Arbor 
Gallery in Vankleek Hill for the month of August 
and I’ve just sent a piece to the UK for an 
exhibition as my fi rst internationally exhibited 
work. 

ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER:
Sheila is a TARG Perogi Wizard & is 
heavily involved in the local music scene 
as a promoter. She is also an aspiring 
sound tech.

HOW DO YOU BEST SEEK OUT 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW PROJECTS?
I am on a few mailing lists with local art 
councils as well as arts organizations that 
send out calls, and I also keep an eye out 
on social media. Sometimes I fi nd out about 
things through word of mouth. I’m always on 
the lookout for my next opportunity to create 
something and share it with others.

HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH THE LATEST 
NEWS IN YOUR LINE OF WORK? 
I read blogs, talk to other artists, follow social 
media and pay attention to whatever I can. 
It’s hard to always be up to speed in every 
fi eld since I work a full-time job and produce 
art in a number of different spheres but the 
most important thing is not necessarily being 
up to date in each arena. It’s being true to my 
creative direction and where it’s taking me to 
expand my horizons and inspire others.

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL SOMEONE 
ABOUT TO START A CAREER IN YOUR 
FIELD?
The world needs you. If you’ve ever been moved 
by an experience of art, you know that it can 
change lives. Imagine if that artist had held 
back because they were unsure of themselves? 
There might be people out there desperately 
waiting to be touched by you. Creativity is 
an awesome power and if we can get past 
our insecurities, then we can meet that 
responsibility and share that gift with those 
who need it most.

FIND MARIA-HÉLÈNA
www.mariahelenapacelli.com 
INSTAGRAM @mariahelenapacelli
TWITTER @pixelwaves



WINONA RYDER FILM FESTIVAL 
THROUGHOUT AUGUST! 

We pride ourselves in having a nice array of diversity in 
our cinematic presentations, movies from around the 
globe from all sorts of different fi lmmakers, actors, and 

talent. Nonetheless, despite ongoing baby steps in the right 
direction, Hollywood still does have a focus on fi lms produced 
by old white guys. We’ve had mini-festivals in the past focusing 
on Spielberg, Scorsese, Kubrick, Hitchcock, but were guilty on 
not having one focused on a woman yet. So, throughout August 
we are happy to present a wide range of beloved late 80’s / 
mid 90’s offerings (dark comedy, fantastical, 
gothic horror, romantic drama), all featuring the 
talented Winona Ryder. If you are someone of a 
slightly younger age, who is only familiar with her 
great Golden Globe nominated performance from 
Stranger Things, be sure not to miss out on this 
chance to appreciate her talents on the big screen. 

HEATHERS - August 6th & 7th - Independent Spirit 
Awards: Best First Feature winner!

EDWARD SCISSORHANDS - August 13th & 14th - Hugo 
Awards: Best Dramatic Presentation winner!

BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA - August 20th & 
21st - Academy Awards: Best Costume Design, 
Makeup, and Sound Effects Editing winner!

REALITY BITES - August 27th & 28th - Texas Film 
Critics Awards: Lone Star Award winner!

For showtimes of these and other upcoming 
movies, please visit mayfairtheatre.ca



full access so you can chow down 
with impunity - no one will ever 
question your authority… sure they 
will judge you for eating used food 
but you’ll be the one laughing all 
the way to the bank.
 
One area you can’t afford to not 
skimp on is hygiene. There are so 
many little shortcuts that can save 
you big dollars. For example buying 
shampoo AND conditioner is an 
almost Alex Jones level conspiracy 
- here’s the deal, there are only 2 
kinds of hair: greasy & dry, sooooo 
if you have greasy hair just use 
shampoo if you have dry brittle hair 
just use conditioner - only foolish 
shoppers get duped into buying 
both... cha ching you just saved 
some dough. 

Hey, we all like going to arcades 
like TARG but it can get expensive 
if you suck at pinball like me - so 
why not just fi nd yourself a trusted 
currency exchange broker to 
convert your loonies and quarters 
for lesser coins like a Burmese 
Pya, or a Uzbekistan Tiyin or 
a Bangladesh paisa or better yet 
some North Korean chons? You’ll 
get more bang for your buck. 
*Disclaimer - those coins rarely 
work in the machine plus this is 
the most repugnant arcade crime 
going and is punishable by life long 
banishment, public shaming & 
boots to the head. 

So Ty Twad, the key here is to be 
fi scally responsible & creative but 
sometime you gotta lossen up 
those purse strings to preserve 
your dignity or you end up cheating 
others & ultimately yourself. 

Dear Slo - money is super 
tight these days. I have heard 
you one cheap bastard and 
really know how to stretch a 
dollar. Got any free tips for 
me? Signed, Ty Twad  

HEY TY TWAD: Yup you have come 
to the right place. I’m the kinda 
guy that has rubber pockets so 
I can steal soup, I mean I’m so 
cheap I don’t leave the doctor’s 
offi ce until I get the deposit back 
on the urine sample bottle, I fi nd 
it so diffi cult to relinquish my 
hard earned cash that I opted for 
the wind up pacemaker,  I’m so 
frugal, that years ago, I grew 6 foot 
dreadlocks just to avoid shelling 
out at the barber… so ya I have 
some tips for you.
  
This penny pinching scam requires 
a bit of an upfront investment 
but will quickly payout… If you 
purchase a Rideau Centre Food 
Court Attendant uniform you can 
“clean up” on all that unfi nished 
grub in the new fancy dining hall. 
Your perfect disguise will allow 

BIB -  MOSHPIT
Popwig Records
Released: December, 2017

BIB don’t 
waste any 
time. Not in 
their name, 
not in the 
titles of their 
EPs, and 
certainly 
not in their 
music. They 

boil down a lot of the elements we all 
love about hardcore and Bib-ify them - 
making you scratch your head as to how 
you didn’t come up with one of their riffs 
fi rst, but celebrating that they fi nally did 
what we’ve all been wanting and needing 
in a band. 

On MOSHPIT, Bib tones down the noise of their 
previous 3 releases in favour of a cleaner tone, 
and leaner, meaner riffs. This was probably a 
good call,because when listening to their previous 
7”, POP, I wasn’t sure how much more blown out 
things could get. This was explored a bit on their 
two song tape, “The Face”, but is fully realized 
here. The vocals are also toned down a touch, and 
aren’t constantly coming at you from all directions 
anymore. On Moshpit Bib let themselves relax and 
let the songs speak for themselves without all the 
window dressing (as much fun as that can be). 
Not everything needs to be completely distorted 
and reverbed beyond recognition, and not every 
hardcore EP needs to start with a feedback squeal. 

It’d get kinda monotonous if they all did. 
Between the EP’s piano intro followed 
by tight and potent riffs, and the near 
folk punk beginning to the second song, 
combined with the overall different 
sound here, Bib are defi nitely trying a 
few new things while still having the 
tightly crafted riffs that we already 
know and love. It’s a subtle indication 
that they aren’t content to rest on their 
laurels, and I can’t wait to see what 
they bring to the table next.

 Looking to rock a summer slam at 
the House of Targ? Come catch BIB 
on tour along with Toronto’s hottest 
new hardcore outfi t, SCORPIO RISING, 
plus locals DOXX and TORPOR. Not 
one to be missed, especially for fans 
of contemporary punk & hardcore. The 
show is 19+, but a certain amount 
of all ages tickets will be available 
at the door, just message the PRISM 
Facebook page and get your name on 
the list for underage folks looking to 
rock.






